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the privilege ot lounging eternally on a sofa, and reading no 
vels; and I wish for no higher earthly gratification than ta 
be reclining on such a seat, in the heat of a summer's day, or 
by a winter night's blazing fire, reading periodicals. In what 
ever shape they come, under whatever colour they appear, I 
clutch them with eagerness, gloat over their pages with in 
satiable cupidity, and find my "t appetite grows by what it 
feeds on."-But I wander from the point; and, indeed, I find 
I have been rather discursive. There is no remedy fow; for 
I have already occupied your time and attention sufficiently. 
I should have said more about the great man; but, as I have 
already hinted, the subject requires to be touched with a deli 
cate hand; and I hope that my readers will enter into my 
feelings in the present case, and be perfectly satisfied. Be 
sides, it might be attributed to vauity,-a thing which, in 
common with every man of merit, I wish to avoid. I have 
never arrayed myself in the gorgeous trappings of ancestry, 
nor am I guilty of the childish folly of family pride; though, 
in my case, it might be excused; and the historical sketch 
I have now given of my parentage, is merely to gratify some 

worthy men, who are daily and hourly on the fidgets to know 
something of literary characters; buit whose modesty and dif 
fidence, or want of your tact and discernment, leave them in 
doubts and difficulties. 

P. SCRIBLERUa. 

NOTICES OF THE EARLY LIFE OF JAMES HOGG; 

WITH REMARKS ON " QUEEN HYNDE'" HIS LAST POEM. 

IN Scotland, almost all men are readers; many are qualified 
to form a correct opinion of what they read, and not a few 
to interest the reading classes by their own writings. For the 
last thirty years, there has existed in that country, a literary 
ardour, that has produced a large portion of excellence, with 
not a little absurdity. T'he cacocit/es scribendi has been an 
epidemic that hals seized indiscrimninately all ranks and de 
scriptions of men; and almost every village has boasted its 
uneducated bard.-The extraordinary success of Burns led 
to this order of things. The sun of his genius drew into ex 
istence hosts of imitators, as the summers of Egypt produce 
the fr-ogs on the banks of the Nile; but while it gave birth to a 
numerous race of pestilent croakers, it also called forth from 
obscurity some meni of eminenit endowments. Once or twice 
in a century, men arise to give character to an age, and to 

direct its talent into the chauncl in which their own has flow 
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ed; and it the fame of Robert Burns has spoiled many a 
cobbler, it has also fired the ambition, and fanned the flame of 
poetry in the young mind of a Tannahill, a Struthers, a Cun 
ninghame, or a Hogg. At present, our business is with the 
ETTRICK SHEPHERD, the most eminent of the -successors of 
Burns.-Fully to understand how many difficulties he had 
to overcome, and fairly to appreciate his merits, it will be 
necessary to allude to some particulars of his early life. 

None of the living poets owes so little to learning as Hogg. 
Compared to him, Burns was a learned man. The whole of his 
school education consisted in three months' attendance at a 
cottage school. The instruction he received there, be soon 
forgot, and at 20 years of age he could not perform the manual 
operation of writing, and did not read with great fluency; yet 
though no man of genius ever owed less to education, he en 

joyed advantages peculiar to himself and to the state of society 
in which he passed his early days. Ettrick and Yarrow, the 
glens of his boyhood and youth, are highly favourable to the 
developement of the powers of the imagination. They belong 
to what has been called the Southern Highlands of Scotland, 
that stretch along the border; including extensive ranges of 

mountains interspersed with romantic glens; and containing 
large tracts of country, thinly inhabited, and chiefly fitted for 

sheep pasture, in many parts of which the shepherd watches 
his numerous and wide spread flocks, in complete solitude. 

While others were studying nature in the descriptions of the 
poets, he was learning to read the original volume. From 
the mountain top, he saw the sun rise and set, in a glory 
known only to the mountaineer,-the stream in the valley 
beneath him laughing in the sunlight, or raging in the tem 
pest,-the waterfall, with water only sufficient to whiten 
the rocks with its spray, singing on its way, or shooting 
downwards with the dark glare of lightning, and the voice 
of the thunder,-the still lake embosomed among green hills, 
and sparkling like a vast mirror in the summer ray, or 
heaving its waters in the winter's wind, like the stormy 
ocean,--evening covering the valley with a curtain of gray 

mist; or morning drawing it aside, and kindling the dew drops 
into millions of tiny rainbows.-From the valley below he 
looked upon the green hill ascending in softuess and beauty; 
or the rude and rocky mountain rising to heaven in savage 

magnificence, and ever assuming a new character, as the 
lights and shadows fell; at one season, clothed in a mantle of 
sunbeams; at another, of snow, white and still as the shroud 
of the dead. Nor were the sounds, with which his ear was 
familiar, less poetical than the sights that every where met 
his eye: such were the wail of the plover, the cry of the fox, 
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and the scream of the eagle.-The first thirty years of his life 
were spent in a solitude, of which the inhabitants of cities 
can form little conception; and, alone and undisturbed, he 
held high converse with nature, in her fairest or wildest 
baunts, long before he could give his young, but ardent ima 
gination, utterance in language. 

Another circumstance was favourable to the growth of his 
fancy. His mother was a woman of a most poetical mind. 
In her early life, the inhabitants of her romantic native glens 
had little access to books; but these interesting regions were 
full of a species of literature of not less value to a young poet 
-the traditionary poetry of the border. The ballads which 
celebrated the victories, or lamented the fall of the Border 
chiefs,-though, in many cases, rude and unpolished,-had a 
strong stamp of originality and nature. The imagery in 
which they abounded, and the scenery which they described, 
were familiar to every one. In the long winter evenings, the 
chief amusement of the mountain shepherd, who is not un 
frequently, for three dreary months, cut off from all society 
but his own family, was the recitation of these ballads. Mrs. 

Hogg was a woman not only of a wild imagination, but a 
powerful memory; and knew many thousand lines of this 
species of poetry, little known to any one else. These she 
recited in an enthusiagtic tone, something between chant and 
song, and with great vehemence of manner; and thus, at an 
early age, inflamed his mind with a love of poetry. It must 
be remembered, that a tale read is tame, compared to the nar 
rative of such a reciter. As she warmed with her story, 
her voice rose into a wild and pathetic sublimity, and her 
words flowed from her lips, more like the imagininigs of im 
mediate inspiration, than the recollections of memory. From 
her he thus learned many of those original and energetic 
rhymes, that became the models on which his first poetical 
attempts were formed. Indeed, she frequently proposed to 
himn various subjects for songs; and, under her, he may be 
said to have served an apprenticeship to poetry.-Here it may 
not be out of place to mention that it was from her recitation, 
that Sir Walter Scott took down several of the ballads pub 
lished in the " Minstrelsy of the Border," which were sup 
posed to be lost.-Hogg was soon withdrawn from the foster 
ing care of this extraordinary woman, and went into service 
at an early period of life. From that time, he became the 
child of the mist and the mountain. The peculiar supersti 
tions of the southland glens, also, operated with nature in 
turning his mind, with an irresistible impulse, into the chan 
nel of poetry. The stories which his mother had repeated, 
were full of those superstitions, and prepared his mind for 
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the impression which the scenery was calculated to make. 
These wild and sequestered but beautiful regions, in which 
he spent many a solitary and dreamy day, were the favourite 
haunts of the fairies; and the stories told of them produced a 

more thrilling awe, as he moved amid the scenes where the 
transactions were said to have taken place. Even when re 
cited at the fireside, they made a deeper impression, when the 
places mentionea might be seen by moonlight, from the win 
dow of the cottage in which the inarrator sat.-Of all the 
races of visionary beings, from the days of the fawns and the 
dryads downwards, the most poetical-are the fairies. There 
is nothing dark, or gloomy, or malignant, in the character of 
these beautiful and sportive little elves. Troops of them were 
seen to march, in solemn procession, through the sky, be 
striding the beams of the autumnal moon; or the tread of 
their feet, and the echoes of their voices, were heard from 
the most inaccessible places of the mountains, inviting the 
traveller to ascend, and sending forth peals of laughter at his 
fears, with which the mountains rang. In these romantic 
dells, the sun, the moon, and the stars, shot poetical lights; 
and the winds and the waters spake in poetical voices. The 

mournful moaning of the night-breeze, as it passed along the 
glen, was prophetic of death; and malignant beings rode on 
the wing of the tempest, unroofing the cottage, flinging the 
new-dropped lamb over the precipice, or heaping the snow 
wreath as a funeral shroud for the benighted shepherd. 

We are here tempted to anticipate our remarks on his last 
poem, "1 Queen Hynde;" and introduce a passage from it, 
illustrative of the influence of such superstitions on his own 

mind, and presenting some graphic pictures of his feelings 
and practices amid the wild solitudes of nature. It is an 
address to the queen of the fairies, executed in his best man 
ner, and highly characteristic. 

No Muse was ever invoked by me, When the cloudy curtain pervaded the cast, 

But an uncou th Harp of olden key; And the sunbeam kiss'd its humid breast, 
And with her have I ranged the border green, In vain I look'd to the cloud overhead, 
The Grampians stern, and the starry sheen; To the echoing mountain dark and dread; 

With my grey plaid flapping around the strings, To the sun.fawni fleet, or aerial bow, 
And ragged coat, with its waving wings; I knew not whence were the strains till now. 
Yet aye my heart beat light and high 

Whe an air of heaven, in passing by, They were from thee, thou radiant dame, 
Breathed on the mellow chords; and then O'er fancy's region that reign'st supreme; 
I knew it was no earthly strain, Thou lovely Queen, of beauty mostlbright, 

But note of wild mysterious kind, And of everlasting new delight, 

FrOmT some blest land of unbodied mind. Of foible, of freak, of gambol and glee, 
But whence it flew, or whether it came Of al that pleases, 
From the sounding rock, or the solar beam, And all tisat teases, 

Ot tuneful angels passing away All that we fret at, yet love to see! 

O'cr the brIdge of the sky in the showery In petulance, pity, and love refined, 
day, Thou emblem cxtreme of the female mind! 

2 u 
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'0 come to my bower, here deep in the dell, And deemed the specks on Its follage greew 

Thou Queen of the land 'twixt heaven and hell; Might be the blood of my Fairy Queen; 

Even now thou seest, and smilest to see, Then gazing, wondered if blood mnight be 

A'shepherd kneel on his sward to thee; In an immortal thing like thee! 

But sure thou wilt come with thy gleesome train, I have open'd the woodbine's velvet vest, 

To assist in his last and lingering strain: And sought the hyacinth's virgin breast; 

O come from thy halls of the emerald bright, Then anxious lain on the dewy lea, 

Thy bowers of the green and the mellow light, And look'd to a twinkling star for thee, 

That shrink from the blaze of the summer noon, Ihat nightly mounted the orient sheen, 

And ope to the light of the modest moon! Streaming in purple and glowing in green; 

O well I know the enchanging mien And thought, as I eyed its changing sphere, 

Of my loved muse, my Fairy Queen! My Fairy Queen might sojourn there. 

Her rokelay of green, with its sparry hue, 

Its warp of the moonbeam and weft of the dew; Then would I sigh and turn me around, 

Her smile, where a thousand witcheries play, And lay my ear to the hollow ground, 

And her eye, that steals the soul away; To the little air-springs of central birth, 

The strains that tell they were never mundane; That bring low murmurs out of the earth; 

And the bells of her palfrey's flowing mane; And there would I listen, in breathless way, 

For oft have I heard their tinklings light, TIl I heard the worm creep through the clay, 

And oft have I seen her at noon of the night, And the little blackamoor pioneer 

,-With her beauteous elves in the pale moounlight. A-grubbing his way in darkness drear; 

1 have sought for thee in the blue hbe-beD, Nought cheel9d me on which the daylight shone, 

And deep in the fox-glove's silken cell; For the children of darkness moved alone! 

'or I fear'd thou had'st drunk of its potion deep, Yet neither in field, nor in flowery heath, 

And the breeze of the world had rock'd thee asleep; In heaven above, nor in earth beneath, 

Then into the wild-rose r cast mine eye, In star, nor in moon, nor in midnitht wind, 

And trembled because the prickles were nigh, His elvish Queen could her minstrel find. 

We have thus hinted at a few of the circumstances of 
Hogg's early history, that called into life and vigour the germ 
of poetry which nature had implanted in his mind, With 
such a preceptor as his mother, wvho would regret the instruc 
tions of a common village pedagogue? While nature herself 
displayed to his young eye, and engraved on his yoUng mind, 
the elements of poetry drawn from her richest and purest 
sources, who would regret the hornbook and ferula of the 
cottage pedant? It is not unlikely, indeed, that hadZogg 
enjoyed the' advantages of a learned education, he wbhld 
never have been a poet. He gives the following accou-nt of 
his first publication, which was in 1801: 

" The publication of this pamphlet was one of the most unadvised 
actions tlhat ever was committed. Having attended the Edinburgh 

market on Monday, with a number of sheep for sale; and, being un 
able to sell them all, I put them into a park until the market on 

Wednesday. Not knowing how to pass the interim, it came into my 
head that I would write a poem or two from my memory, and have 
them piinted. The thought had no sooner struck me, than I put it 
in practice; when I was obliged to select, not the best, but those 
that I remembered best. I wrote as many as I could during my 
short stay, and gave them to a man to print at my expense; and 
having sold off my sheep on Wednesday morning, I returned into the 

Forest, and saw no more of my poems until I received word that 
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there were one thousand copies of them thrown off. I knew no more 
about publishing than the man in the moon; and the only motive 
that influenced me was the gratification of my vanity, by seeing my 
works in print. But, on the first copy coming to my lhand, my eyes 
were opened to the folly of my conduct. When I compared it with 
the MS. there were numbers of stanzas wanting, and others mis 
placed; whilst the typographical errors were without number." 

We have not seen this work, and cannot therefore offer 
an opinion of its merits. The author, however, had the plea 
sure of seeing some of the poems from this volume copied into 
the periodical works of the day, with commendation. After 
an interval of five years, in 1806, he published the," Moun 
tain Bard," consisting of legendary tales, in imitation of 
the Border Ballads; and the resemblance is certainly closer 
than in the more polished imitations of Scott and Leyden. 

The similarity appears in the originality and energy of 
the thought, and not unfrequently in the rudeness of the 
rhymes. As these poems were written, or rather composed, 
amid his mountain musings, (for they were comnposed and 
preserved in his memory long before they were written,) 

while his days, from the dawn of morning till the fall of 
evening, were spent amid the m{ountain solitudes, his faithful 
dog his only companion,-we shall present our readers with 
an extract from one of them, entitled " The Pediar." The 
subject is the disappearance of a pedlar, at Thirlestane mill, 
in Ettrick; and the discovery of his marder, which had been 
perpetrated by the miller.* 

'Twas late, late, on a S5turday's night, 
The mooIn was set, an' the wind was lown: 

The lazy mist crept toward the height, 
An' the dim, livid flame glimmered laigh on the downe. 

O'er the ranik-scented fen the bittern was warping, 
High on the black muir the foxes did howl, 

All on the lone hearth the cricket sat harping, 
An' far on the air cam the notes o' the owl. 

When the lady o' Thirlestane rose in her sleep, 
An' she shrieked sae loud that her maid ran to see; 

Her e'en they war set, an' her voice it was deep, 
An' she shook like the leaf o' the aspin tree. 

"0 where is the pedlar I drave frae the ha', 
That pled sae sair to tarry wi' me?" 

"He's eane to the mill, for the miller sells ale, 
An the pedlar's as weel as a nlan can be." 

She sat till day, and she seInt wi' fear, 
The miller said there he never had been; 

She went to the kirk, and speered for him there, 
But the pedlar in liie was never mair seen. 

But late, late, on a Saturday's night, 
As the laird was walking along the lee, 

A silly auld pedlar cam bye on his right, 
An a muckle green pack on his shoulders had he. 
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0 whar are ye gaing, ye beggarly lown? 
Ye's nauther get lodging nior fall frae me." 

Hle turned him about, an' the blude it ran down, 
An' his throat was a' hackered, an' ghastly was he. 

* # # * * * 

An' ay whan passengers bye war gaun, 
A doolfu' voice cam frac the mill-ee, 

On Saturday's night when the clock struck one, 
Cry'n, c0 Rob RIiddle, ha'e mercy on me!" 

* * , a * a 

B3ut the minister there was a bodie o' skill, 
Nac feared for devil or spirit was he; 

An' te's gane awa to watch at the mill, 
'To try if this impudeint sight he cou'd see. 

He prayed an' he read, an' hie sent them to bed, 
Then the bible anunder his arm took he, 

An' round an' round the mill-house he gaed, 
To try if this terrible sight he cou'd see. 

Wi' a shivering groan the pedlar cam on, 
An' the muckle green pack on his shoulders had he; 

But he nouther had flesh nor blude, nor bone, 
For the moon shone through his thin bodye. 

In 1809, when about 38 years of age, Hogg deserted his 
flocks and his mountains, went to Edinburgh, and all at once 
set up for a moralist, a critic, a reviewer, and a poet; and, 

what is still more extraordinary, succeeded in all these de 
partments of literature. Dressed in the simple garb of a Bor 
der shepherd, with a broad south country dialect, totally 
unacquainted with the ways of the world, he seized the grey 
goose quill, and became a professional author. At this teme 
rity, the world laughed; some even of his well-wishers were 
doubtful; but a few friends, who knew his genius, cheered 
him in this adventurous enterprise. Of these, the most dis 
tinguished, and not the least friendly, was Sir Walter Scott. 

With his advice, and in some degree under his patronage, he 
published a periodical work, entitled " The Spy." It was 
isstued weekly; and consisted chiefly of tales, pieces of 
criticism, moral essays, and poetry. This work, though it 

met much opposition from the fashionables of Edinburgh, 
yet had its admirers, and was continued for twelve months. 
He contrived to fill a sheet with original matter, almost every 
week; for nearly two-thirds of the fifty-two Numbers were of 
his own composition. In this work, he served an apprentice 
ship to the trade of authorshilp; and, before the conclusion, 
had greatly improved his style. Tllhe tales are interesting, 
and, like his other works, original; the criticism, ingenious 
and amusing, though it sometimes gave offence by person 
alities; and the poetry was often beautiful. The work is qut 
of print; but the greater part of the articles have been copies 
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into his other publications. We have mentioned it, chiefly as 
forming an important link in the chain that connects the rude 
rhymes of the shepherd-poet, and the polished numbers of 
" The Queen's Wake."-Since this last work, he has pub 
lished many poems; but, in our opinion, none to be compared 
to it. It raised him to a high rank among the poets of his 

country; and tbough it has been long before the public, has 
been much read, and we believe never read without being 
admired; yet we cannot dismiss it without peculiarly alluding 
to the romantic beauty of " Kilmeny," and the genuine Scot 
tish humour of "' The Witch of Fife." This poem has one 

mnerit, which we believe is not generally known: the greater 
number of the bards are individual portraits; and, in some 
cases, perfect likenesses.-There is another of his works 

which we are tempted to notice, before we proceed to the 
consideration of '" Queen Hynde," as it shows, in a striking 
light, the versatility of Hogeg's talent,-and that is, " The 

Poetic Mirror." He was desirous of publishing a collection 
of pieces by the living poets, and had written to all of them, 
from Lord Byron downwards. They promised; but not one 
of them performed his promise. He took his revenge, by 
writing a poem for each of them; and so perfect was the 
imitation, that the knowing ones were bronzed; and, for 
some time, the poems were considered to be the genuine pro 
ductions of the authors whose names they bear. He rivals 
each of them in his own peculiar excellence, and has thrown 
a delicate shade of ridicule over their faults. The only fai 
lure is in the imitation of Lord Byron; but he is inimitable. 
Indeed, the poem was not written for the purpose. He had 
it, and did not think he could write a better imitation of 
that great, but eccentric genius. Campbell he has not at 
tempted. When the real author began to be whispered, the 

Edinburgh critics, almost to a man, declared that the thing 
was impossible-that many of these poems were far above 
his genius. 

But it is more than time to introduce "Queen Hynde" to 
the notice of our readers. It is a poetical romance, of the 
olden times. Hynde is Queen of Beregon, the ancient capi 
tal of Caledonia, supposed to have been near Fort-William. 

The time of the action is soon after the introduction of Chris 
tianity. Her father, a prince of great power, who 

rtuled over a people, bold and free, 
From vale of Clyde to Orcady, 

left her sole heir of his throne, with injunctions that she should 
Wed the knight that suits her mind; 
Her choice no interest let revoke, 
Be it as free as bird on oak. 

The consequence of this arrangement was, that her courtiers 
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displayed a gallantry and zeal in her service, unusual even in 
those days of hardihood and valour. While things were in 
this state, an event took place that brought their courage to 
the test. Scotland was invaded by Eric, King of Denmark, 

with a numerous army. This Eric says of himself: 
All Scandiniavia owIns my reign, 
From Firmack to the Northern Mlaini. 

The Danish army is described, the gathering of the Highland 
clans, and the landing of the Danes, with great spirit and 
efTect. The Scotch did not wait the landing of the .invaders; 
but plunged into the sea, and contested with them every inch 
of land and water. The carnage was terrible; but the Danes, 
at last, effected their landing. Trhe celebrated Columba of 
Iona is sent, by the Queen, 

To learn from whence, and who they are. 

Eric's answer to this demand is 
My errand is, I frankly own, 
T-o win your Queen, and wear your crown. 
Go, tell your Queen, I proffer her 

My hand, my love, my crown to wear. 

At last, he becomes gallant, and offers to fight her favourite 
in single combat. 

My sovereignty I lay aside, 
From subject wight, to win my bride. 
If vanquished, I request no more; 
I yield her to the conqueror: 
Better one man than thousands die. 

Three champions were appointed on each side: On the side 
of the Danes, Eric-hbis nephew, young Prince Haco-and 

Osnagar, a Dane of gigantic stature: Mar, Allan Bane, and 
Donald Gorm, on the side of the Scotch. We have foot 
races, a boat race, casting the bar, wrestling, in all of which 
a young peasant, unknown to every one, conquers Eric; and, 
at last, when the three Scottish champions were slain.,by the 
the Danes in simple combat, the same youth steps forward, 
engages Eric, and kills him. This youth proves to be Eiden 

More, cousin to the Queen, son of her father's brother, on 
whose death he had usurped the throne, to the exclusion of 
the infant heir, his nephew. He obtains the hand of Queen 

Hynde; and adds the throne of Scotland to the crown of 
Erin, to which he succeeds in right of his grandfather.-On 
these materials, the poet has reared a tale of great poetical 

merit, and not without interest, as a narrative of human events. 
Iu the progress of the poem, we are in Caledonia, Iona, and 

Erin; and become acquainted with the inhabitants and the 
manners of each. We are introduced to the society of the 
celebrated Columba and the monks of Icolmkill, the Danish 
invaders and the Highland clans. We have the Scottish 
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Queen, her maids of honour, tilts and tournaments.-Hogg 
excels almost all poets in the regions of fancy, in a wild 
visionary poetry,-in what he himself beautifully calls "c the 
land of vision and the land of thouglht." He is peculiarly 
the fairy poet, and throws fairy colours even over natural 
scenery; yet in this poem he has sueceeded eminently in some 
of his human characters. Queen Hynde herself is a beautiful 
vision of a maiden queen, of extraordinary personal attrac 
tion; uniting the simplicity and the kindly heartedness of a 
lady, with the decision and the majesty of a queen. The 

Wicked Wene, her maid of honour, is quite a chef-d'oe0vre 
a perfect picture of a romp, with a piercing black eye, in the 
beatms of which there is an irresistible fascination, that sub 
jects alike the grave and the gay. Her delight is to make 
conquests, and to teaze and torment her lovers; and, from 
her malicious frolics, neither the saint nor thle courtier is ex 
empt. Mr.1Hogg shows great powerof comic painting; remind 
ing us occasionally, even of Ariosto, in a happy mixture of 
delicate satire, with good huimoured raillery, and playful 
ness; especially towards the ladies-to whom the poem is 
addressed. Eric is, we fear, a little too chivalrous for the age 
in which he lived, and for a Barbarian conqueror. The age 
of chivalry, we believe, had not yet arrived: but since it is 
upon his chivalrous offer of contending in single combat with 
the Scottish Courtiers, for what he might have taken by force, 
that the whole fabric of the poem hangs, we must not quarrel 

with it: though it is not very suitable to the character of a Da 
nish Invader, nor the manners of the age. We would also 
rank among the improbabilities, the trick played on Eric, by 
substituting the Wicked Wene, as a hostage, for the Queen her 
self: though the comic humour with which it is described, 
compensates in some degree for the improbability. Young 

M'Houston, alias Prince Liden More, is a fine painting of a 
high-minded Prince of the age in which he lived. Universally 
accomplished in the athletic exercises, and of unrivalled va 
lour, skill, and strength, in the deadly strife: and equally 
qualified to rule a country, and to fight its battles. Though 
there are many passages in this poem equal, if not superior to 
the best portion of the Queen's Wake, yet we cannot say it in 
terests us so much as that bewitching work. We shall give 
the reader means of judging of its merits, by quoting a few 
passages. We select a description of Queen Hynde, in two 
interesting attitudes; the first represents her on her native 

mountains. 
Queen Hynde upon the mountain lean't; Thie day-breeze play'd in eddies weak, 
She wist not how or why she went; And waved the rock-rose to her cheek; 
But there she sat, by old grey stone, The little ewe-flower starr'd the lea, 
Upon tbeliowery sward alone; The hare-bell nodded at her knee, 
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While all the sward in summer prime With nature's beauties glow'd her mind, 

Was woven with the moorland thime. She breathedI a prayer for all nankind, 

Blithe was her bosom's guileless core, Pondering of nought but onward bliss, 

Unthoughtful aU of woes before; And peace, and love, and happiness. 

The whole passage is very artfully conducted. It appears 
at first to be a description of actual occurrences of a most ex 
traordinary nature. But the reader is at last surprised to find 
it turn out to be only an account of a troubled dream which 
the Queen had, emblematical of the approaching confusions. 

The following presents her as just awakened from it, and 
agitated by the fearful visions. It contains an address to an 
artist, inviting him to represent her in thait situation; and may 
remind the classical reader of Anacreon's Ode to the Painter, 
describing the likeness which he wished him to take of his 
mistress. 

In western lands there is a hall, That neck-that bosom, ill at rest, 

With spire, and tower, and turret tall; White as the sea-mew's downy breast; 

And in that tower a chamber fair.- And that pure lip was ne'er outdolle 

Is that a mortal triad there ? By rose-leaf folding to the sun. 

For sure such beauty, such array, 

Such moveless eye of wild dismay, And note that still and stedtast eye, 
Such attitude, was never given That look of wild sublimity, 

To being underneath the heaven. As dawning memory wakes, the while 

Yes, there are two most fair, I weeni, Soft fading to a virgin smile. 

But she whiom they support between, 0 modellist! thy toil renew 

In symmetry of form and face, Such scene shall never greet thy view! 

In comely yet majestic grace, 

-Statue or vision, she would seem High looks that chamber o'cr the sea, 

Chose from celestial cherubim! And frith, and vale, and promont'ry; 
From dark Cruachan pours tle day, 

Come, modellist, thy toil renew- The lattice driniks the golden ray; 

Such scene shall never meet thy view! Anld that fair form you there behold, 

See how the raven tresses flow, That statue of mZajestic mould, 

And lace that mould of purest snow; Leaning two beauteous maids upon, 

The night-robe from one shoulder flung, Is Hynde the Queen of Caledoll s 

In silken folds so careless hung; The leap was from a couch of dows,, 

The face half-turn'd, the eagle eye The rest a dream for ever flown! 

Fix'l rayless on the morning sky; 

Compare with this the description of Queen Mary, from the 
Queen's Wake," which is a painting in a different style, but 

equally beautiful; having more of moral colouring, and deeper 
pathos. 

After a youth, by woes o'ereast, Shivered the breeze around the throng; 

After a thousand sorrows past, Gray barrier cliffs the peals prolong; 

The lovely Mary once again And every tongue gave thanks to Heaven, 

Set foot upon her native plain; That Mary to their hopes was given. 

Kneeled on the pier with modest grace, Her comely form and graceful mien, 

And turned to heaven her beateous face. Bespoke the Lady and the Queen; 

'Twas then the caps in air were blended, The woes of one so fair and young, 

A thousand thousand shouts ascended; Moved every heart and every tongue 
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Driven from her hiome, a helpless child, No chleftain there rode half so free, 
To brave the winds and billows wild; Or half so light and gracefiully. 
An exile bred in realms afar, How sweet to see her ringlets pale 

Amid commotion, broil, and war: Wide waving in the southland gale, 
In one short year her hopes all crossed,- Which through the broom-wood blossoms 

A parent, husband, kingdom lost I flew, 
And all ere eighteen yas had shed To fan her cheeks of rosy hue! 
Their honours o'er her royal head. Whene'er it heaved her bosom's screen, 
For such a Queen, the Stuart's heir, What beauties ifi her form were seen ! 

A Queen so courteous, young, and fair, AMd when her courser's mane it swung, 
Who would not every foe defy! A thousand silver bells were rung. 
Who would not stand ! who would not die! A sight so fair, on Scottish plain, 
Light on her airy steed she sprung, A Scot shall never see again. 

Around wi golden tasels hung, 

We are tempted also to give the picture of Wicked Wene, 
which we believe to be a painting from life, and not an incor 
rect one. 

There was one maiden of the train So dark, so powerful was hier eye, 
Known by the name of Wicked Wene; Her mien so witching and so sly, 
A lovely thing, of slender make, That every youth, as she inclined, 
Who mischief wrought for mischief's sake; Was mortified, reserved, or kind; 
And never was her heart so pleased This day would curse her in disdain, 
As when a man slhe vex'd or teazed. And next would sigh for Wicked Wene. 
By few at court she was approved, 
And yet by all too well beloved; 

The defects of the Poem are in many cases connected with 
its length. The materials are too much spread out: in conse 

quence of which, the blooming spots and picturesque objects 
are often separated by tame, if not bleak scenery. Condensa. 
tion would have brought them more into view, and would 
have heightened their general effect. What we would chiefly 
blame, and indeed regret, is) that so little is made of somne of 
the most interesting objects and characters that are introduced. 

When the reader hears of Ireland-and Iona-and St. Colum 
ba, he is naturally led to expect a most picturesque description. 
But he is sadly disappointed. These pass as trivial things. 
The shores of Erin are visited, as any of the common islands 
of the Hebrides; and very little is made of Irish characters 
and manners. What is still more surprising, Iona is visited 

without the slightest notice being taken of its appearance, or 
of the neighbouring Staffa-the basaltic pillars-or the monas 
tery-the wonders of the Hebrides. But above all, we are 
surprised that St. Columba and his monks are such tame and 
common-place beings. They excite none of the interest or en 
thusiasm which ought to be inspired, by the primitive Apostles 
and Professors of Christianity. They are confounded with 
the monks of the middle ages, and pass among the common 

herd. Nothing is made of their purity and simplicity, as con 
trasted with the vices of later ages: nay they are sometimes 

2 it 
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introduced rather as objects of raillery. Indeed we would 
complain of a want of proper sympathy for moral and reli 
gious worth: a fault chargeable on too many of the popular 
poets of the day. Mr. Hogg seldom throws fine moral colouring 
over his paintings; and in this poem interests us as much in the 
wildest superstitions of 'Paganism, as in the purer principles 
of Christianity, by which they were at that time gradually sub 
verted. Occasionally, too, we must blame him for stepping 
out of -his way to give unfavourable views of some religious 
principles of which he does not appear to have formed correct 
notions. Indeed it would sometimes be wiser in poets and 
novellists to meddle less with some nice and subtle specula 
tive opinions on religion and morals, the bearings and modi 
fications of which they are not well qualified to understand, 
and which their capricious fancies are very apt to misrepre 
sent. 

Mr. Uog's excellence does not consist in minute accuracy; 
and we are not therefore surprised at instances of hasty or 
careless phraseology, and licenses both of expression and 

measure, beyopd what is strictly poetical He uses some new 
words-sueb as ckemation-prurignous, &c.; and has some 
.mixt metaphors: 

,-., If in this heart 
One atom acted foeunan's part, 
I'd dig it from its latenrt goat 
The sanguine fountainWof thje soul. 

And leave them neither root nor stenm 
Nor tongue to howl their requiem. 

His couplets, too, are sometimes tame. 
This error Muse may scarce define; 
A breach was made in Scotia's-line; &c. 

But we feel no' disposition to fasten on venial errors. The 
eharacteristic of Hogg's poetry is originality. When he sings 
of the land of the mountain, his song flows from him as na 
turally as the song of the lark, soaring and singing above the 
same mountains, among golden clouds, and blue skies, and 
brigbt rainbows. It is as wild, as sweet, as unrestrained. 

When he sings of fairies, we could almost fancy, that he had 
stolen the harp of the greeni coated minstrel. His descriptions 
of the fairies in the haunted glen, remind us of Shakespeare, 
in the Midsummer Night's Dream. The genuine lover of 
Poetry will find in many parts of this poem a rich intellectual 
repast. It abounds in passages of a beauty at least equal to 
any thing the ingenious author has hitherto produced; and 
if it sball not be so popular as the Queen's Wake, the cause 

must be ascribed as much to the subject as the execution of 
the work.-The Queen's Wake is in fact a collection of sepa 
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rate pieces of great beauty and varied interest, gracefuilly con 
nected by means of a narrative, which of itself rivets the at 
tention , and awakens many pleasing and romantic associations. 

The story of Queen Hynde, on the contrary, has too much 
sameness: yet with all its irregularities and defects, the poem 
displays a mind of extraordinary originality and power. 

EFFECTS OF LETTRES DE CACHET. 

THa following Anecdote, which is not, we believe, very generally 
known, is perhaps as entertaining as any to be found in the records 
of arbitrary power. It gives an amusing view of the spirit of a society, 
whose intrigues frequently embroiled the different European states, 
of the principles of the old Government in France,-and of some cu 
rious peculiarities in the national character._-EDITOR. 

IN 1723, Father Fouguet, a Jestiit, returned to France from 
China, where he had passed twenty-five years as a missionary. 
Religious disputes, contnected with the mission, had embroiled 
him with his brethren; and he brought back with him to 
France, memorials against them. Two Chinese literati sailed 
for Europe along with him; one of whom died on the voyage, 

while the other accompanied him to Paris. It was his design 
to take the Chinese to Ronme secretly, as a witness of the con 
duct of the good fathers in China; and, in the meantime, he 
procured lodgings for him, along with himself, at the house 
of the Professed, in Rtue St. Antoine. 

The reverend fathers, however, received advice of their 
brother's intentionis; while he was no less quickly informed 
of their designs. He, therefore, di(d not lose a moment; but 
set off, post haste, the same niight, for Rome. The reverend 
fathers had interest enough to get hinm pursued; but the Chi 
nese only was taken. This poor fellow, it is to be observed, 
did not understood a word of French. The good fathers went 
immediately to Cardinial Dubois, who at that time needed their 
support; and told him, that they had amongst them a young 

man who had gone mad, and whom it was necessary to con 
fine. The cardinal instantly granted them lettres-de-cache4, 
than which there wvas sometimes nothing which a minister 

was more ready to grant. When the lieutenant of police 
went to take this madmXan, who was pointed out to him, he 
found a man making reverences in a way different from the 

French, speaking in a singing tone, and looking quite asto 
nished. He expressed great pity for his derangement, ordered 
his hands to be tied behind him, and sent him to Charenton; 
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